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LL.M. International Business Law
SINGAPORE
This program deals mainly with practical case studies and certain key subjects with a pluridisciplinary approach. It
prepares students and professionals for operations such as large acquisitions or market transactions, cross border mergers,
complex financing, restructuring, LBOs, financial engineering and industrial projects. These are elaborate operations,
offering difficulties that often lead to innovative solution seeking. Used as educational material, they allow the legal
practitioners to study and analyze the legal, financial or accounting issues they provide. Thus, contracts, guarantees,
financing and international trade litigation, among other basic subjects, are being studied from various angles.

DEAN OF SINGAPORE CAMPUS
“Welcome to Sorbonne-Assas International Law School
– Singapore. The goal of Sorbonne-Assas International
Law School – Singapore is to promote the best practices
in the field of international business law. Its objective is
to compete with major European and International Law
schools by giving access to a joint training program in
law and management, taught by professors from Paris
II Panthéon-Assas University, who publish and teach
in cutting-edge fields, and by experienced lawyers and
practitioners coming from the best international law firms
and companies in Asia. Sorbonne Assas International Law
School LL.M. students thus gain an in-depth understanding

of some of the most important and rapidly-changing fields
of law and a nuanced understanding of Europe and U.S.
legal system and culture. Our students can take advantage
of a broad-based curriculum that includes courses and
programs in international law, international contracts,
intellectual property, international arbitration, international
trade, international finance, environment law, tax law, etc.
Finally, Sorbonne Assas International Law School offers two
short-programs, in March and July, focused on international
contracts and financing law, as well as executive seminars,
standard or on-demand, to contribute to the improvement
of lawyers’ and in-house counsels’ best practices.”

Stéphane Braconnier, Dean of Sorbonne-Assas International Law School – Singapore

MODULES
10 MANDATORY MODULES
◼ International Capital Markets
◼ International Arbitration
◼ Competition Law
◼ Mergers & Acquisitions
◼ States & International Trade Law
◼ International Financing
◼ International Tax Law
◼ International IP Law
◼ International Contracts
◼ Environmental and Sustainable Development Law

INSEAD MODULE
◼ Marketing
◼ Accounting
◼ Organisational Behaviour & Negotiations

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND WORKSHOPS
◼ Public Speaking workshop
◼ Artificial Intelligence conference
◼ WIPO office presentation and visit
◼ Lawyer in an intercultural environment
◼ Mediation workshop

◼ Employability workshop
◼ Common Law-Civil Law comparison
◼ Singapore Supreme Court Visit
◼ Arbitration case in a Law Firm
◼ Legal Environment for doing business in China seminar
Executive Education

WINTER SHORT PROGRAM
◼ 3-week program
◼ In March every year
◼ 3 seminars of 10 hours each
◼ Contains one seminar: SILE accredited
◼ 1 Supreme Court visit
Executive Education

SUMMER COURSE

◼ 2-week program
◼ In July every year
◼ 3 seminars of 10 hours each
◼ 1 Supreme Court visit
All courses are delivered in English and take the form of seminars
taught by professors from Paris II Panthéon-Assas University,
as well as practitioners from law firms and major companies.
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APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

ACADEMIC YEAR

4 years of law studies, that can be:

October 2020 – June 2021

◼
◼
◼

Application deadline
September 13th, 2020
Possible 4 weeks exchange with Paris campus

Master degree or
LL.B. or
Master degree in another field than Law
but with 4 years of professional experience.

Fluent level of English (IELTS: 7.0; TOEIC: 800; TOEFL: 90).

Historic partners
INSEAD - EFB

Cost
◼ October intake:
€17,000 (tuition fee) + €80 (application fee)
◼ January intake (French bar School only):
€15,000 (tuition fee) + €80 (application fee)

Partners
BNP Paribas – Bolloré Logistics – DS Avocats
Healy Consultants – Luther LLP – Pernod-Ricard
Tradewin-SIMI – Sleek – WIPO

LOCATION AND FACILITIES
Singapore has become one of the most prosperous countries in the
world and positions itself as the region’s financial and high-tech hub.
Sorbonne-Assas International Law School campus is hosted by INSEAD
next to One North, an area dedicated to education, research, innovation
and business industries. Facilities: library, multiple amphitheatres,
printshop, wide and green outdoor areas, gym, restaurant, bars, etc.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates from the LL.M. Singapore pursue a variety of careers, such as:
◼
◼
◼

Arbitration/Mediation
Bar School
Business consulting

◼
◼

PARTNERS

Legal Counsel
Legal department
in major companies

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY
The LL.M. in International Business Law is awarded by
Paris II Panthéon-Assas University. Sorbonne-Assas
International Law School was created by Paris II
Panthéon-Assas University in 2011 to develop and
promote its international programmes.

SINGAPORE CAMPUS
Sorbonne-Assas International Law School
INSEAD Asia Campus
1 Ayer Rajah Avenue
138676 Singapore

Anne-Victoire DE MIRMAN (2017/18)
Now completing her last year
in French Bar School (Paris)

Galura WIRAYUDANTO (2017/18)
Now Industrial Relations Specialist
at PT. MRT Jakarta

"The LL.M. combines theoretical courses taught by
renowned professors, with seminars by enthralling
professionals practising in Asia. This dual approach
covering a wide spectrum of legal and business issues
enabled me to greatly improve my knowledge in
International Business Law, and to start a legal career with
useful, complementary and strong skills. Moreover, thanks
to the LL.M. network, I had the opportunity to get a parttime internship, an amazing professional experience that
gave me the chance to deeply understand the practical
legal stakes of the prospering APAC market."

"I found both theoretical and practical full-scale exploration
of the knowledge of international business law that I can
implement for my future career in and outside of my
country. Sorbonne-Assas LL.M. program brought the best
lecturers on each background with extraordinary experience
and indisputable module. The assignments provided by the
professors truthfully stimulate and build bridges to think
as a professional and expert in the scope of international
business law."

APPLICATION

exclusively via Internet
WE ONLY ACCEPT ONLINE APPLICATIONS ON OUR WEBSITE

vectum.u-paris2.fr/llm

Louis-Marie MORIN (2016/17)
Now Associate at Linklaters
"The LL.M. provides a comprehensive overview of the
fundamental areas of international business law; and its
both theoretical and practical approach is an efficient
preparation for an international legal career. The
comparative perspective of the course, putting a particular
emphasis on the Asian legal systems, has allowed me
to gain special insight in various Asian countries’ legal
frameworks. In addition, the possibility to combine the
LL.M. with a part-time job has given me the unique
opportunity to have a practical legal experience in the
highly dynamic market of Singapore."

SINGAPORE CAMPUS
Recruitment team
+65 6799 5500 #209
buci.chan@sorbonne-assas-ils.org

